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Message from the ISJL President
Macy B. Hart

We could all use some good

Yes, we do have some

education, movement discord

news these days. So much

very significant financial

and stratified communities

bad news is thrust at us

challenges facing us. We’re

head on. Our work is relevant.

constantly: the economy

realistic, of course. Raising

Our work is needed. We

is hurting, times are tight,

money for our operations

are thriving because since

people all over are feeling the

is extremely difficult. We

our inception, we have

pinch. The economic climate

depend heavily on grassroots

consistently helped our

is dire. However, doom and

support, individual givers,

Southern communities to

gloom do not dominate the

nearly all of whom are

thrive, and working together,

forecast at the Institute; here,

impacted by the current

we will not let anything stop

we’re excited by what we’re

financial situation – but

us from continuing our vital

seeing and doing today, and

continue to show support

endeavors.

the outlook is bright for the

of our work by gifts of all

future, too.

sizes. We are therefore able

We are lean, frugal, and

to expand our staff for the

agile as we respond to our

The Institute is once again

9 straight year. We refuse

“constituents.” I hope you

expanding our staff and

to lose momentum, and

share with me the pride I feel

our services, continuing

instead, plan to continue

in the Goldring/Woldenberg

to provide more and more

picking up speed. That’s

Institute of Southern Jewish

Jewish programming

why in the coming year the

Life, and the impact our

opportunities to our thirteen-

Institute will employ almost

organization is having across

state region, reaching our

30 full-time staff members.

the South.

to Oklahoma, Louisiana to

How is it possible for us to

The Institute is about

Virginia. We take pride in

grow and thrive in this “dire

innovation and “what can be”

our very enthusiastic staff

economic climate”?

– so thank you, once again, to

th

communities from Texas

members, who are always

all of you who have supported

working to further our

It’s really quite simple. The

us financially. If you have not

mission. We take pride in

Institute came into being to

yet given to the Institute this

the resources we provide,

address and challenge the

year, please consider this my

the speakers and artists we

“status quo” of the Jewish

humble request that you make

bring to communities, the

community. The reason

a contribution. Without your

classrooms, teachers and

we are growing is because

support, we would not be able

students who utilize our

we have been addressing

to deliver such good news.

education program. We

systemic communal issues,

will not be cutting any of

such as limited Jewish

these services; instead, we’re
increasing them.
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Message from the Institute Board Chair
Jay Tanenbaum

Having served as chairman
of the Goldring/Woldenberg
Institute of Southern Jewish
Life for six and one-half
years, it is time for change.
As I step aside, I won’t go
very far because it’s clear to
me that our most exciting
days, indeed our most
important ones, lie ahead.
I want to be part of that
future.
I cannot claim credit for
what we have accomplished
since my term began in
January of 2003. That
belongs to our wonderful
staff. But I can take great
pride in telling you what has
happened. Plucked from the
board by our previous chair,
Sylvia Goodman, and by our
chief executive, Macy Hart,
I shared their vision of what
could be. Already our awardwinning Museum of the
Southern Jewish Experience
had opened the doors to
an expansive strategic
plan designed to enhance
Southern Jewish lives. We
were beginning the real work
of the Institute.
Our Education Department
was launched in the fall
of 2003, and we put two
young Fellows on the road
to support ten communities
that believed we could help
them. As we completed our
full curriculum and support
system, that initial cluster
grew to this year’s sixty-one
congregations across eleven
states.
Also in 2003, we hired our
first full-time itinerant
rabbi. Our rabbis and
rabbinic interns have since

4
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visited scores of southern
communities, and garnered
attention from national
press, while delivering vital
services to congregations
without rabbis of their own.
Our first two rabbis have
gone on to distinguished
pulpits, as our third comes
aboard to build further on
this work.
Before 2003, our History
Department was a small
mountain of unorganized
source material. Today
our historian is a leading
authority who has
transformed that start into
histories of 115 Southern
Jewish communities, with
more on the way, all webaccessible. He has lectured
in more than forty-five cities
nationwide.
In 2002, we launched our
first Southern States Jewish
Literary Series and we
continued Jewish Cinema
South, our regional film
festival. Today we have
added music concerts
and stand-up comedy.
Our cinematic festivals
have impacted a dozen
communities to date.
Without question, our
cultural programming
reputation is stellar among
both artists and audiences.
In my view, enabling and
supporting Jewish life in the
South is a vital mission. As
Jews, we must not limit our
lives to America’s traditional
cities. I believe the Jewish
threads in the American
tapestry must continue to
run through the entire fabric
and not be bound only to the

edges. To continue to earn
the respect and appreciation
of our neighbors, we must
live and build communities
with them, wherever they
are. With this in mind, the
ISJL is now launching its
newest department — one
to continue the tradition of
social justice and community
involvement. The South
has many deep histories of
Jewish families enriching
local life and building bridges
of trust and understanding.
With our Social Justice
Department, the ISJL will
continue that legacy.
We are very fortunate
that my friend and longtime vice chairman of our
board, Ray Solomon, has
agreed to become our new
chairman. Ray brings a
passion for our work and
has been instrumental in
our successes. The journey
from his boyhood home
in Helena, Arkansas to
dean of Rutgers School of
Law-Camden, has given
him clarity of purpose
and the leadership skills
to motivate all of us to
greater things. My promise
to Ray, to our supporters,
and most importantly to
the communities that we
serve, is to continue to work
energetically and creatively
to support our mission.
Yasher Koach, Ray!
With deep gratitude for the
opportunity to serve –
L’ Shalom,

Museum

MSJE Brings Smithsonian
Exhibit to Natchez
Journey Stories, a traveling exhibit made possible through
a joint venture of the Smithsonian Institute and the Mississippi Humanities Council,
will be opening in Natchez on
September 5, 2009. This national touring show’s presence
in Natchez is made possible
by the partnership of the Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of
Southern Jewish Life’s Museum
of the Southern Jewish Experience (MSJE) and the Historic
Natchez Foundation.
Journey Stories will open in
Natchez with a weekend of
programs aimed at highlighting and celebrating Natchez’s
Jewish heritage. Services will
be held Friday night in historic
Temple B’nai Israel, the building which now serves as a satellite location of the MSJE. The
general public is encouraged to
attend services in that beautiful
space, and learn about Jewish
heritage. Saturday will include
walking tours, children’s activities, and tours of Natchez’s
numerous historic sites. Rabbi
Uri Barnea of Hattiesburg’s
Temple B’nai Israel will perform
his Jewish music program on
Saturday night. Subsequent
weekends will also be themed
to highlight Natchez history
and migration through the
community, culminating in
the exhibit’s closing weekend
which coincides with Natchez’s
Balloon Race. Weekend themes
include The Journey of War,

Family Stories and Genealogy,
The Natchez Indians, Transportation and the Natchez
Trace, and Public Health and
Epidemiology. Along with the
display, the MSJE and Historic
Natchez Foundation will offer
genealogy workshops, public
lectures, outdoor movie nights,
kids’ crafts and story telling,
themed guided walking tours,
and much, much more!

which cities will be awarded
the honor of hosting the
Smithsonian exhibit. The
program is specifically aimed
at small-town museums and
other cultural institutions, in
order to engage rural audiences
– audiences that might otherwise be culturally underserved.
Clearly, this vision resonates
with us here at the Institute
and the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience.

housed in the historic schoolhouse occupied by the Historic
Natchez Foundation. The exhibit is free and open to the
public with weekly programs
highlighting Natchez’s diverse
immigrant heritage.

Small-town museums often
have the best insight into their
community’s unique heritage,
but they often suffer from insufficient funding, small staffs
and limited regional recognition. The Smithsonian’s “Museum on Main Street” provides
rural museums high-quality
exhibits along with extensive
state-wide and national publicity through the Smithsonian’s
reach. The program broadens
public heritage in history and
preservation while fostering
a sense of shared communal
pride for the chosen sites. Journey Stories will tour six Mississippi sites: Clinton, Southaven,
Natchez, McComb, Hazelhurst
and Long Beach.

Journey Stories is the latest exhibit mounted through the
Smithsonian’s “Museum on
Main Street” initiative. Exhibits
are created by the Smithsonian,
and loaned to state humanities
councils, who then solicit and
review applications to decide

The schedule will
be updated on the
ISJL website and
we hope you check
back to keep informed! The most
current Journey Stories information will

B’nai Israel in Natchez
Journey Stories will be on display
through October 20th. It will be

Journey Stories has been
organized by the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition
Services (SITES) in association
with the Mississippi Humanities
Council.
be located on the Museum of
the Southern Jewish Experience page – http://www.isjl.
org/museum/index.html. The
web page for the exhibit will
go up in early summer, and
include both a program schedule as well as Natchez tourism
information. We encourage
museum visitors to take full
advantage of Natchez’s many
historic and cultural offerings
as well as great accommodations. Information about
directions, museum and historic building hours and hotel
deals will all be located on our
website.

Photo courtesy of the Mississippi
Department of Archives and
History.
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Education

Institute Welcomes
the 2009-2011 Education Fellows
Ben
Berliner
comes from
a long line
of Jewish
educators.
His great grandfather Rubin
Magil was the rabbi for
Beth Zion B’nai Israel in
Philadelphia, and his mother
Sandi Berliner is a rabbi and
teacher at Gratz College’s
Jewish Community High
School. He majored in politics
and minored in Jewish
Studies at Ithaca College, and
spent a semester at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. He
was a longtime camper and
staff member at Camp Ramah,
and has served as a peer staff
member on a Birthright Israel
trip. Ben looks forward to
beginning his Southern Jewish
Experience with the ISJL.
Alex Glass
hails from
Orange
County, California. She
recently graduated with a degree in sociology with a minor
in Hebrew and Jewish Studies from UCLA. She has had
internships at Hillel and the
Progressive Jewish Alliance,
but her passion has always
been teaching; she has been
a teacher at Congregation Or
Ami in Calabasas, a unit head
at URJ Camp Newman-Swig,
and a staff member at the
Bureau of Jewish Education
6

of Orange County. Alex is extremely excited to start a new
life in Jackson, Mississippi.
Molly
Glazer
graduated
from the
University
of Georgia in 2008, and is
finishing a Master of Arts in
Teaching at North Georgia
College. Born and raised in
Gainesville, Georgia, Molly
was the only Jewish student
at her high school. She became very involved with her
synagogue, Shalom B’Harim
in Dahlonega. At UGA, Molly
was the founder of the Jews in
Greek Life Organization, and
was voted into the UGA Hillel
Hall of Fame. She often led Reform services and filled in as a
cantorial soloist. Molly hopes
that as an ISJL Education Fellow, she will impact children
in small Jewish communities.
Alli
Goldman
was born
and raised
in Dallas,
Texas. The fifth out of six
children, she got her first
passport at eleven, and has
been addicted to travel ever
since. In high school, she
developed an interested
in politics and served on
the Congressional Youth
Advisory Board. She began
her freshman year at the
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University of Texas in 2006,
and quickly got involved in
Hillel activities and Israel
advocacy on campus. While
at UT, her love of travel and
politics led her to study
abroad in England and Israel.
She graduates with a B.A. in
Geography this spring, and
looks forward to joining the
ISJL team this summer.
Jessica
Kent graduated this
May from
Brandeis
University with a B.A. in psychology. Jess was active in her

temple youth group in Buffalo, New York, throughout
high school. In college, she
served as Campus Relations
Coordinator on the Executive Board of Hillel, and was
later selected as one of eight
American students to study
political philosophy through
a partnership with Palestinian
students in Istanbul, Turkey.
Jess has explored the issue of
communal Jewish identity
through a group called Klal.
Jess is looking forward to
learning about the history
and experiences of Southern
Jewish families and communities.

Nesiya Tova – Safe Journeys
to our 2007-2009 Fellows!
The ISJL is grateful to our 2007-2009 Education Fellows
– Mandy Farb, Andrew Terkel, Amanda Rainey and
Megan Roberts have been wonderful assets to our team,
and we wish them the best of luck as they each pursue
their next endeavors. Mandy Farb will be teaching 6th
Grade Judaics at The Davis Academy, a Reform day
school in Atlanta. Andrew Terkel has been accepted
into Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion
to pursue rabbinical ordination. Amanda Rainey
is staying in Mississippi, working in the non-profit
sector. Megan Roberts loved the ISJL so much, she’s
staying with us, taking on a new role as Special Projects
Coordinator. Thank you and congratulations to all of
our 2007-2009 fellows!
Fellows Class of 2009: Mandy Farb, Andrew Terkel, Amanda
Rainey, Megan Roberts.

2009 ISJL
Education Conference
Around the Corner
Six years ago, 30 committed individuals,
representing 10 communities, gathered for
the first-ever ISJL Education Conference.
These pioneers convened with the goal
of making Jewish education a priority.

Win a Concert
with Dan
Nichols!
This year the Education Department is doing something big.
Really big. In between programming and traveling to all our
amazing communities, the Education Department decided it
would be fun to do something
our congregations would enjoy,
something they could share
with the whole community. We
asked the question, “What brings
people together?” and the answer
became clear… music!
Dan Nichols, a Jewish musician
and member of Temple Beth Or,
of Raleigh, NC, is partnering with
the education staff to bring your
community a free concert! Dan
Nichols will perform at this year’s
education conference, June 28-30
2009. During the performance
we will announce the details of
our Dan Nichols essay writing
contest. The essay contest will be
open to all students participating
in the ISJL education program
– and the winner of the contest
will get a free Dan Nichols
concert for their community!
To learn more about Dan and
his music, you can visit www.
jewishrock.com.

Our time together was the beginning of
something amazing. At that conference,
we showed the Jewish world that every
Jewish child deserves an excellent Jewish
education no matter where they live and
no matter the size of their congregation.
We also recognized that Jewish education
is a shared Jewish responsibility. At that
conference, our shared community school
model began to take shape.
In the short time that has passed, our
education conference and our education
program has grown dramatically. Our 2008
conference had over 150 participants,
representing 61 communities. Regardless
of our size, our mission remains the
same. The conference began and still
is the time that our Southern Jewish
communities come together as one
collective community, in which we learn
with and from each other. Our community
school is now over 3000 students strong
and is strengthened by our common body
of Jewish knowledge. Each teacher at the
conference meets all of the other teachers
who teach the same age group and the
same content. The opportunities that this
networking creates are countless.
Our 2009 conference will be our largest
conference yet. We are expecting
fifteen new congregations and over 200
participants. Our conference attracts not
only Jewish teachers, but also lay leaders,

Although our conference has become quite
large, the same passion and commitment
from our first conference remains. Each year
we have new participants but we also have
some of our original conference attendees.
Each year we provide a high quality Jewish
education conference and each year our
participants leave knowing that they now
have the skills and support that they need
to be a Jewish teacher. Each year all who
are involved in the conference know that
they are part of something special and that
together our goals are being achieved. We
look forward to seeing all of you who will
be in Jackson June 28-30 for the 2009 ISJL
Education Conference.

rabbis and cantors, and directors of
education. Each year we have guests from
the field of Jewish education who attend
the conference to observe our unique
approach to building a community.
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Cultural Programs

Explore “Possible Programs”
with the ISJL Artists Roster
The ISJL Program Department is pleased to announce the
launch of its semi-annual “Possible Programs Roster.” The
roster is a compilation of bios and information about the
artists, authors and scholars the ISJL is partnering with and
looking to put on the road in the coming year.
In the Spring 2009 “Possible Programs Roster,” you can learn
about the various cultural programs currently being offered by
the ISJL. We’re always excited to work with our communities
to schedule collaborative, multi-stop tours for our guests. If
you think you might be interested in one of these programs,
here’s a quick overview of how it works:

• Contact the ISJL Program Department to express your
interest in a specific artist, type of program, or just
cultural programs in general.
• We’ll be in touch with you AND other communities
near yours, to see if we can build a “geographic
coalition” of mutual programming interest and begin
planning to set up a multi-stop tour in your region.
• ISJL cultural programming is done on a regional basis:
we negotiate ONE fee, secure ONE plane ticket, etc, for

renowned clarinetist Marian Liebowitz, author Rabbi Niles

our guest, and communities located near one another

Goldstein, and the return of our own Michael Danziger, a

share all the expenses to cover the multi-stop tour.

hilarious Memphis-based stand up comedian.

• Please note: expressing an interest in a particular
program does not guarantee that it can come to your
community (we need neighboring communities’
involvement, too!), but if we cannot bring that
program, we’ll suggest another opportunity soon.
• Opportunities are currently grouped in three basic
categories:
		 Literary Series/Authors & Scholars
		 Music Programs
		 Performance Series (comedy, one-man-shows, etc)

8

This year, some of the featured presenters include world-
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We’re proud of the cultural programs we offer, and look forward
to another year of enriching literary series, performances and
scholarly learning. If you are interested in getting a copy of
the possible programs artist roster for 2009-2010, or to join the
program opportunities contact list, email information@isjl.org
and put “Programming” in the subject line.

Recent Programs

Joel Hoffman Connects with
Southern Communities
Dr. Joel Hoffman had his first

Union College-Jewish Institute

true “Southern Jewish Experi-

of Religion in New York City.

ence” when he spent a week on

He writes a biweekly column

the road for the ISJL in Febru-

on Hebrew for the Jerusalem

community. In Jackson, he

Joel Hoffman signs books in

ary. Arriving first in Pensacola,

Post. On top of all that, he

was also able to spend some

Jackson, MS. Photo by Beth

Florida, Joel’s journey also took

serves as Director of Education

time with the afternoon reli-

Kander.

him to Mobile, Alabama, Hat-

at Temple Israel of Northern

gious school students, explor-

tiesburg, Mississippi, and Jack-

Westchester in Croton-On-

ing the depths of the motzi

Southern States Jewish Liter-

son, Mississippi.

Hudson, NY.

prayer with them. He was not

ary Series – a distinguished

only a wonderful teacher, but

series of discussions and book

Joel lectures across the globe

Joel’s scholarly presentation

also a charming guest.

signings with leading authors

on popular and scholarly topics

on The History of the Hebrew

spanning education, history,

Language was both education-

Hebrew, prayer, and Jewish con- al and engaging – more than

of newly released works on
Joel has another book on the

the Jewish Experience, creat-

way, and we’re excited to an-

ing a vibrant literary circuit

tinuity. He has served on the

engaging, participants who

nounce that we’re already

throughout the ISJL’s thirteen-

faculties of Brandeis University;

attended this program were

planning future programming

state region. We look forward

the Academy for Jewish Reli-

downright entertained! Joel

with Dr. Joel Hoffman. He tru-

to bringing Joel back down

gion; and, currently, Hebrew

was warmly welcomed by each

ly embodies the goals of the

South in the future!

Jewish Cinema South:

Festivals & Fly-In
Jewish Cinema South is one of

Jewish film festivals, including

the ISJL’s most established and

the now-well-established fes-

celebrated cultural programs.

tivals in Austin, Houston, and

Each year, a “fly-in” planning

Nashville.

Jewish Cinema South 2009-2010 Fly-In Meeting Group

meeting for the regional network of film festivals takes place

Each year at the fly-in meeting,

The fly-in meeting is mandato-

and look forward to working

in Jackson, Mississippi. This year,

the ISJL provides two and a

ry for any community wishing

with them on the coming sea-

the annual fly-in meeting was

half days of orientation to the

to participate in the Jewish Cin-

son of Jewish Cinema South.

held March 2-4 in Jackson, Mis-

film festival process, network-

ema South film festival project,

sissippi. Six communities were

ing, noshing, and of course

and kicks off the film festival

We would love to have your

represented at this year’s meet-

– watching movies! The ISJL

program year. It’s a wonder-

community join us for next

ing: Baton Rouge, Louisiana;

furnishes the films, screening

ful opportunity to learn more

year’s meeting! Start planning

Hattiesburg, Mississippi; Jackson,

space, snacks and several meals

about the process, and atten-

now; we strongly encourage all

Mississippi; Macon, Georgia;

over the course of the meeting;

dance at the meeting enables

interested communities to send

Mobile, Alabama; and Raleigh-

communities are responsible

but does not obligate a commu-

at least two representatives to

Durham, North Carolina. Jewish

for their own transportation,

nity to host a film festival in the

the meeting to gather the in-

Cinema South is heading into

lodging, and additional meal

following year. We’re excited

formation, learn about the pro-

its tenth season, and in the past

expenses. There is no charge for

about the communities who

cess, and bring their knowledge

decade has helped launch many

the meeting itself.

were able to attend this year,

back to your community.
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History

Pythias Hall before building a
synagogue in 1953. In Vidalia,
Jews didn’t form a congregation until 1964, as most had

Exploring Traditional Judaism in South Georgia

Department is busy
writing the Georgia
entries for its online
Encyclopedia of Southern
Jewish Communities.
Formerly known as the
“Digital Archive,” the
Encyclopedia of Southern
Jewish Communities
currently offers 115
community histories
in six different states.
By this summer, the
histories of 18 additional
communities in Georgia
will be available. For
more information about

who owned a factory in Vidalia

Historically, Reform Juda-

Although Valdosta Jews first

ism has predominated in the

held services together in

South. Even today, a south-

1892, they did not formally

ern Jewish congregation is

establish a congregation until

twice as likely to be Reform

1908. The Valdosta Hebrew

as a congregation in the rest

Congregation built its syna-

of the country. This is espe-

gogue in 1920. Jews scattered

cially true in the small towns

in the numerous small towns

of the South, where Reform

in the Fitzgerald area first

Judaism more easily enabled

gathered together in Eastman

the economic and social ac-

to observe the high holidays

culturation of Jews who made

in 1930. In 1941, the group

up only a tiny fraction of the

formed the Fitzgerald Hebrew

population. But in the south

Congregation and bought an

Georgia towns of Valdosta,

old Methodist church, which

Fitzgerald, Waycross, and

they refurbished into a syna-

Vidalia, four traditional con-

gogue. In Waycross, local Jews

gregations stand as an anoma-

organized a congregation in

ly to this trend.

1924. For many years, they

the south Georgia
congregations mentioned
in this article, visit the
Encyclopedia of Southern
Jewish Communities at
www.isjl.org. Be sure to
look for additional states
later in the year.

Macon or Savannah. A Jewish
industrialist from New York

By Dr. Stuart Rockoff, Director, ISJL History Department

The ISJL History

earlier traveled to worship in

met at the local Knights of

donated the money to build
the small congregation a synagogue in 1969. Each of these
small Jewish congregations
were founded relatively late
by Eastern European Jews. All
but one of the thirteen founding members of the Waycross
congregation were immigrants
from Russia or Poland.
These Eastern European Jews
brought over a more traditional style of Judaism than
the Reform practices embraced
by earlier Jewish immigrants
from Germany. The congregations they founded were either
Orthodox or Conservative. All
of these South Georgia synagogues had kosher kitchens.
Jewish merchants in each town
closed their stores for two days
on Rosh Hashanah. Waycross
Jews built their synagogue in
the Cherokee Heights neighborhood where most members
lived so they would be able
to walk to shul (synagogue)
on Jewish holidays. At a time
when most southern Reform
congregations had abandoned
the ritual, these congregations
celebrated bar mitzvahs. In
Fitzgerald, a bar mitzvah was
covered by the local newspaper

The Fitzgerald Hebrew
Congregation.
Photo by Stuart Rockoff.

in 1933, which noted that the
boy wore the “conventional
cap and scarf of his religion,”
referring to the traditional yarmulke and tallis (prayer shawl).
In Vidalia, the Beth Israel syna-

10
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ism. For them, Reform held
little appeal, even as their
daily religious practice was
little different from Reform
Jews in other small southern
towns. These congregations
maintained traditional worship primarily to honor the
heritage and traditions of
their ancestors who founded

The ISJL is pleased
to announce a new
addition to its History
Department. In June,

these communities.

Josh Parshall will

All four of these congrega-

ISJL’s full-time oral

tions remain active today,
although none are affiliated
The interior of the Fitzgerald synagogue.

Meet the
New Oral
Historian!

with a national movement.
Temple Israel in Valdosta is

gogue enforced separate seat-

school football season. Since

led by Rabbi Moshe Elbaz

ing for men and women with

the congregation was con-

and holds regular services.

a mechitzah, a partition that

servative, they insisted on

The Fitzgerald Hebrew Con-

divides the two sections.

waiting until sundown, and

gregation brings in student

thus even with the earlier start

rabbis from the Jewish

What’s fascinating about these

time and shortened service,

Theological Seminary (JTS)

Conservative and Orthodox

members still arrived late to

once a month. The Waycross

congregations is that most of

the game. As they entered the

Hebrew Center still hosts a

their members did not follow

stands, other fans would shout

student rabbi from JTS for

traditional practices in their

“I hope you prayed for us!”

Rosh Hashanah and Yom

daily lives. Most did not keep

Kippur. In recent years, Beth

kosher at home and very few

Israel has brought down an

were shomer shabbos (Sab-

Orthodox rabbi from Atlanta

bath observant). Refraining

to lead high holiday services

from work on Saturdays was

in Vidalia. During the rest of

very difficult for merchants

the year, both the Waycross

for whom that day was their

and Vidalia congregations

busiest of the week. Walking

gather each Friday night for

to shul on Shabbat was not

lay-led services, even though

feasible for the many mem-

Beth Israel in Vidalia still has

they sometimes struggle to

bers who lived in the small

a mechitza, the partition

get a minyan. In each of these

towns outside of Fitzgerald or

separating the men and

communities, the remaining

Waycross. Most of these con-

women’s sections.

Jewish population is aging, as

join our staff as the
historian. Josh is a
native of Columbia,
Missouri, and just
completed a graduate
degree in folklore at
the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill.
He received a B.A. in
American Studies from
the University of Kansas
in May, 2006. Josh will
be conducting new
video oral histories and
managing the ISJL’s
growing collection of
over 600 interviews
with Jews from across
the South.
If you are interested in
learning more about
the ISJL Oral History
Project, contact Josh at
jparshall@isjl.org.

most of their children have

gregations only held Shabbat
services on Friday nights, since

These same social and eco-

moved away to bigger cities

most members had to work

nomic pressures were the rea-

like Atlanta. Many remaining

on Saturday mornings. Even

son why so many other small

members worry about the

as they clung to traditional

town congregations in the

future of their congregations.

Judaism, these congregations

South adopted Reform Juda-

It remains to be seen whether

still assimilated to local mores.

ism. But in these South Geor-

these south Georgia enclaves

In Waycross, the congrega-

gia towns, most synagogue

of traditional Judaism can

tion would move up the start

members were of Eastern

survive the demographic

time of Friday night services

European heritage and were

trends that have transformed

from 8:00 to 7:30 during high

raised with traditional Juda-

Jewish life across the South.
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Welcome
our new ISJL
Director of
Rabbinic
Services–
Marshal Klaven!

Rabbinic

Fond Farewell
It was 2006 when I accepted
the position of Director of
Rabbinic Services at the ISJL,
and when I first began telling
friends and family that I was
moving to Mississippi, I got
some reactions that may
sound familiar to many of
you. The first was “Are there
Jews in Mississippi?” That
was often followed by the
more specific question, “If
there are Jews there, why
don’t they move to a place
where there is a larger Jewish
community?”

Rabbi Marshal Klaven
is a recent graduate
of the Hebrew Union
College-Jewish
Institute of Religion in
Cincinnati, Ohio. He
received his rabbinic
ordination in May
2009, and in June, will
take over the position
of Director of Rabbinic
Services at the ISJL.
Rabbi Marshal’s diverse
background includes
military chaplaincy
and youth education

Both of these questions miss
the point. There are Jews
and Jewish communities
in many places that are far
removed from the “big city,”
and in some cases, the Jewish
history of these communities
is longer and richer than
elsewhere in the country.
Jews have made a home and
a difference everywhere they
have been, so why would
they want to leave?
I moved to Mississippi just
three years ago, I don’t
have the same roots in the
Southern Jewish experience
– yet even for me, it is hard
to move on, to leave the ISJL
and journey away from the
communities I have served
these past three years.

work. We are delighted
to have him joining
However, I am excited for
my next adventure. I have
been selected to serve as the
rabbi of KAM Isaiah Israel
in Chicago, which is known
as a diverse and inclusive
Reform Jewish community
dedicated to education and
inquiry, social justice, Jewish
music, and inspirational
worship. It is a congregation
with a long and rich history.
Geographically, it is the
synagogue that is across the
street from the Obamas. It is
an exciting new shift to a big
city, and I look forward to
what lies ahead.
Eager as I am to begin the
next part of my rabbinate,
and have my own pulpit,

I am going to miss being
the itinerant rabbi for the
Institute. I am going to miss
the warmth of Southern
hospitality and Southern
weather. I am going to miss
the people that I have met,
the students that I have
taught, and the communities
that I have served, all of
whom have shaped my
rabbinate in so many ways.
I am going to miss writing
Taste of Torah each week. I
am going to miss the stories
and the food and the smiles
that I have encountered
wherever I have gone. Thank
you for a most wonderful
and transformative Southern
Jewish experience…
…and Shalom, y’all!
Rabbi Batsheva Appel
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the ISJL team. Rabbi
Marshal will provide
his own introduction
in the next CIRCA,
when he takes over the
rabbinic column. In the
meantime, if you would
like to reach him, after
June 1 you can email
him at mklaven@isjl.org.

ISJL Staff

Beyond the Office Walls
In the last CIRCA, we

They Sing! Education Fellows

brought you inside the walls

Rachel Jarman (2008-2010)

of the ISJL so you could

and Amanda Rainey (2007-

“meet” the staff and see the

2009) of The Bachelorettes.

faces around our office. In

By day, Rachel and Amanda

this CIRCA and the next,

can be found in the ISJL

we’ll help you to get to know

offices; on the weekends,

our staff even better, by

they’re often on the road, visiting your communities and working with teachers and students.

moving beyond the office

But some nights, and on their in-town weekends, you can find them on a stage, donning wigs,

walls and sharing some of

and rocking out with their girl band, The Bachelorettes. Amanda’s the drummer, and Rachel’s the

the talents and pursuits

front woman. To learn more about the band, you can visit www.thebachelorettes.com.

The Bachelorettes. Photo by William Patrick Butler.

that make our staff such a
diverse and dynamic group!

She Writes! CIRCA Editor Beth Kander is also an AwardWinning Writer. Beth spends a lot of time writing, and lately,
it’s started getting her some attention. So far in 2009, she
won the Mississippi Theatre Association Playwriting Award,
was named the Best Jackson Writer by the Jackson Free Press,
and in the next few months, various scripts she wrote will be
performed in Mississippi, Massachusetts, Illinois and New York.
Who knows what’s next… a Pulitzer for CIRCA, perhaps?
Beth Kander

Notes

Southern Jewish News & Notes
Two Nice Jewish “Blood Brothers” in Georgia
Steven Fishman of Augusta, GA recently celebrated his 200th blood donation – 25 gallons - with
Shepeard Community Blood Center, Augusta, GA. His brother, Jack Fishman, recently completed
his 589th donation in Atlanta, GA. Talk about being “out for blood!” While good naturedly
battling one another for most blood donated, more importantly, these Georgia Jewish brothers
are battling to save lives. Each blood donation can help save three lives. In celebration of Steven
Fishman’s recent donation, he was awarded a plaque – and the joy of knowing that he has
helped save 1800 local lives. As a former member of the Army Special Forces – known during the
Vietnam era as the Green Berets - he is no stranger to saving lives; and as long as he’s able to do
so, he plans to keep on giving, and maybe even catch up with his brother someday.
Steven Fishman of Augusta, GA

Interested in Jewish Genealogy?
The International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies will be holding
its 29th annual meeting in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on August 2nd - 7th.
The ISJL’s Dr. Stuart Rockoff will be making two different presentations
during the event. For more information, you can visit the association online
at www.iajgs.org.
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Donors

Thank You to
Our Contributors!

2009 ISJL
Contributions

Your gifts support the ISJL’s

$100,000+

mission to preserve and
promote Jewish life in the
American South. In these
CIRCA pages, you can see
the impact our education,
history, museum, cultural
and rabbinic programs have
on thousands of people
just like you. With deep
appreciation, the Goldring/
Woldenberg Institute of
Southern Jewish Life extends
thanks to everyone who
made a contribution between
January 1 and March
31, 2009, to enable our
important work.

Meyer Crystal Family
Foundation – Lynn Crystal
Anonymous
The Meyer Family – Margaret,
Bezalel Foundation
Helen Marie and Harold
Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel M.
Melinda and Morris Mintz
Edelman
Dr. Robert Roubey & Ms. Lisa
Goldring Family
Brachman
Joseph and Sally Handleman
Foundation
Charitable Foundation - Dr.
The Jim Joseph Foundation
& Mrs. Robert S. Sadoff
Dean Rayman L. Solomon
Legacy Heritage Fund
and Carol Avins
Limited
Mr. & Mrs. David Solomon
The Marcus Foundation,
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Stein, Jr.
Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Rick Streiffer
Bz and Jay Tanenbaum
Soref-Breslauer Texas
Kenneth Zadeck
Foundation

Charles and Lynn
Schusterman Family
Foundation
Woldenberg Foundation

Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Marty Davidson
Delta Jewish Open Golf
Tournament
$10,000 - $99,999
Ronne and Donald Hess
Foundation
AMSkier Agency Insurance –
Aimee, Jeffrey, Henry Skier Jewish Federation of Greater
New Orleans
The David Berg Foundation Mr. & Mrs. Peter L. Malkin
In Memory of Reva and Joe Mr. & Mrs. Russell Palmer
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Pasternack, Jr.
Engel - Ilene Engel and
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Posner
Bob Arotsky
Mrs. Julian Wiener
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Franco
Mr. Marvin Wolf

Mr. Ed Grauman
Natan
Mrs. Gerald Posner
The Slingshot Fund
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Stein
Maxine and Jack Zarrow
Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Ms. Imogene Berman
Susan B. Boshwit
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Davidson
Mr. & Mrs. J. M. Fried, Jr.
Susan and Macy B. Hart
Charles and Esther Kimerling
Foundation - Deborah
Kimerling Schneider and
Faye Kimerling
Kirschner Trusts
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Levin
Dr. Richard B. Levine
Dr. & Mrs. Julius L. Levy, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Mendel, Jr.
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$500 - $999
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Allen
Mr. James Breman
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Feller
Mr. & Mrs. Ellis Hart
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Kline, II
Mr. & Mrs. Chuck Lisner
Meridian Jewish Welfare Fund
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Raphael
Lafe Solomon and Catherine
Crockett
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Stoller
Mrs. Saul Stone

$250 - $499
Anonymous

Mr. & Mrs. Mark A. Borenstein
Dr. & Mrs. Harold Brandt
Mrs. Harryette Anne Duncan
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Fawer
Jewish Federation of Fort Worth
and Tarrant County
Dr. Robert Graber
Mrs. Robert Haspel
Jonathan Kaplan

Mr. & Mrs. Steven Latter
Mr. & Mrs. Sanford Lichterman
Ms. Cynthia M. Lyons
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Paris
Judge & Mrs. Gerald Schiff
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Schipper
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Schulman
Charles R. Shapero
Mr. & Mrs. Simon Shlenker, III
B. J. Tanenbaum

$100 - $249
Congregation of Adas Yeshurun,
Aiken, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Behrendt
Steve Benenson and Amy Chorost
Judge & Mrs. Robert Benham
Mr. & Mrs. Warren Braunig
Mr. & Mrs. Isidore Brucker
Mr. & Mrs. Morley Denbo
Jeff & Rabbi Lucy Dinner
Dr. & Mrs. Martin J. Drell
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Fried, III
Mrs. Harry S. Furst
Mr. & Mrs. Denny C. Galis
Mrs. Jerome Glatstein
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Goldberg
Mrs. Betty Allenberg Goldstein
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Goldstein
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen F. Gordon
Laney Gradus
Commissioner Dick Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Van Hart, Jr.
Mrs. Albert Herzog
Mrs. Marilyn Hirsch
Carson M. Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Clay Humphrey
Dr. & Mrs. Julius E. Isaacson, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Jacobs
Dr. & Mrs. Ed Karotkin
Mr. & Mrs. Irwin Kaufman
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Keisler
Mrs. Dorothy Kelly
Dr. Carol Kossman
David Kweller
Ms. Marla Greenberg Lepore
Mr. Albert Leveck
Mr. & Mrs. Sumner I. Levine
Rabbi & Mrs. Seth Limmer
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome P. Magdovitz
Dr. Leon J. Marks
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Marks, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Murray Meiseles
Don A. Mitchell
Mr. & Mrs. Dick Molpus
William Moran
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Morris
Ms. Ina Orange
Mrs. Maurice Pearl
Dr. & Mrs. George Purvis
Mr. & Mrs. Bert Rosenbush, Jr.
Mr. Julius S. Rubel
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley Rubenstein
Mr. & Mrs. William Smolkin
Mrs. Emilie Thost
Mr. Sammy Waxman
Dr. Marvin Weintraub
Mr. & Mrs. Josh Wiener

The Institute is indebted to the following foundations and individuals whose generous investments,
past and present, have enabled us to move our vision forward with confidence:
The David Berg Foundation
Samuel Bronfman Foundation
Covenant Foundation
Nathan Cummings Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel M. Edelman
Goldring Family Foundation
Hart with Hart Foundation

Ronne & Donald Hess Foundation
Isle of Capri Casinos, Inc.
Jim Joseph Foundation
Charles and Esther Kimerling Foundation
Ben L. and Betty G. Lamensdorf
Endowment Fund
Legacy Heritage Fund Limited
Ted Levi

The Marcus Foundation
Mintz Family
Jean and Bill Mosow
Natan
Righteous Persons Foundation
AMSKier Agency Insurance
Charles and Lynn Schusterman
Family Foundation

Shornick Family
The Slingshot Fund
Samuel and Helene Soref
Foundation
Soref-Breslauer Texas Foundation
Woldenberg Foundation
M.B. and Edna Zale Foundation

1/1/09 – 3/31/09

IN BLESSED
MEMORY OF:
Sharon Alper
-Michal & Jack Hillman
Alvin Binder
-Sammy Waxman
Deborah Blumenthal
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
Marlene Chesal
-Rachel & Edward Cusnier
Manny Crystal
-Don A. Mitchell
Joe Engel
-Betsy & Bert Rayle
Rachel & Aaron Freyman
-Barbara & Jerome Magdovitz
Robert L. Glazer
-Amy & Jordan Estra
Margaret & Aaron Gorden
-Ann & Robert Benham
Dr. Jim Harberg
-Max Lyons
James Hearon
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
Jay Krieger
-Paula & Harvey Hoffman
Morris Kweller
-David Kweller
Elise B. Levin
-Ed Grauman
Dan Lincove
-Miriam Latter
Fannie Magdovitz & Chaim
Behr
-Barbara & Jerome Magdovitz
Sarah May & Harry Jacob
-Barbara & Jerome Magdovitz
Benjamin Milakosky
-Lynn & Marshall Edelston
Thelma Mitchell
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
-Hilda & Eugene Hesdorffer
-Judy & Josh Wiener
-Claire Simon
-Bea Gotthelf
-Stacy Ferraro
-Joan Geiger
-Debra & Joel Jacobs

-Janice & Buddy Blumenthal
-Rosanne Kaufman
Dr. Bertram J. Newman
-Ruth & Murray Meiseles
Neal Nierman
-Lindsay & Warren Braunig
Marion Paulenoff
-Rachel & Edward Cusnier
Effie Phillips
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
Jenny & Morris Poltka
-Mollye & William Smolkin
Gerald E. Posner
-Isabel P. Posner
Irene Rainbow
-Paula & Roy Swartzberg
Derald Rosen
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
-Claire & John Simon
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
Caroline Lill Kander Rosenberg
-Lynda & Don Yule
Marilyn Schur
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
Barney Seligstein
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
Betty Shapero
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
Fannie & Ura Shepp
-Barbara & Jerome Magdovitz
Milton Siegel
-Faye & Robert Levin
Martin Simmons
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
-Matsy Shea
-Merrill & Mike Stern
-Susan & Mark Jacobson
Joseph Stern
-Sherre & Jeffrey Hirsch
-Beth & Steve Orlansky
-Claire Simon
-Gilda & Eugene Hesdorffer
-Dana & Jonathan Larkin
-Geoffrey Jacoby
-Sandra & Robert Kahn
-Lynda & Don Yule
-Debra & Joel Jacobs
-Carson Hughes
-Linda & Mark Posner
-Betsy & Joey Samuels
-Imogene Berman

-Karen & Stephen Franklin
-Judy & Josh Wiener
-Janice & Buddy Blumenthal
-Carol L. Hart
-Susan & Mark Jacobson
-Susan & Bill Martin
-Dorothy Jessel
-Lynn & Sidney Morris
-Frances Jean & Walter Neely
-Sally & Dick Molpus
-Rachel & Chuck Schulman
-Nicole Smith
-Shirley & David Orlansky
-Susan & Marc Goldberg
-Maurine Lipnick
-The Alan Silverblatts
-The Richard Dattels
-Brett & Oz Friedman
-Sylvia & Murray Benenson
-Linda & Richard Case
-Lynn Crystal
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin
-Iris & Albert Klein
-Heidi, Herb & Jenna
Benenson
-Amy Chorost & Steve
Benenson
-Brenda & Dave McGinnis
-Minette & Charles Cooper
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
-The Goldberg Families,
Greenwood, MS
-Phyllis & Sumner Levine
-Shirley Rosenblum
-Michele & Ken Schipper
-Faye & Robert Levin
-Charles & Lynn
Schusterman Family
Foundation
-Betsy & Ed Karotkin
-Judy & David Mink
-Joel & Dub Ashner
-Helen Greenberg
-Ann & Rick Streiffer
-Ruth & Herb Moore
-Mollie & Jimmy Fried
-Michal & Jack Hillman
-Mary & Bruce Glover
-Beverly & Malcolm
Bonnheim
-Carolyn Stein
-Lynn & Marshall Edelston
-CAJM Steering Committee
-Laurie & Harold Brandt
-Lou Ginsberg
Albert M. Yuspeh
-Amy & Wayne Yuspeh
Selma Zander
-Ann & Rick Streiffer

IN HONOR OF:
Rabbi Batsheva Appel
-Congregation Beth ShalomAuburn, AL
-Donna Taylor & Charles
Shapero
-Temple Bethel-Lexington,
MS
-Dr. Gwen M. Cooper
Vicky Bergman’s birthday
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin
Sarah & Denis Braham’s
anniversary
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin
Sarah Braham’s birthday
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin
Elaine Crystal’s birthday
-Don A. Mitchell
Ilene Engel’s birthday
-Joan & Milton Loeb
-Amy & Michael Saag
Ilene Engel & Bob Arotsky’s
marriage
-Richard E. Engel
-Catherine & Larry Mendel
Amy Joyner & Arty Finkelberg’s
marriage
-Reva & Ellis Hart
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
-Michele & Ken Schipper

Carol Hart’s birthday
-Ina Orange
Macy B. Hart
-Elisa & Robert Bildner
-Rose & Henry Paris
Wendy & Mike Herschman
-Margaret Furst
Paula Hoffman’s birthday
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin
Paula & Harvey Hoffman
-Margaret Furst
Jerry Jacobs birthday
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin
Susan Jacobson
-Mr. & Mrs. Franklin J.
Harberg, Jr.
Catherine Kahn-Touro
Infirmary Foundation
-Stephen Whitfield
Beth Kander w/Jewish Cinema
South
-Paula & Harvey Hoffman
Thelma Mitchell’s birthday
-Reva & Ellis Hart
Naomi Orlansky’s birthday
-Susan & Macy B. Hart

Patti Fox
-Margaret Furst

Joyce & Arthur Serwitz’s
recovery
-Dr. & Mrs. Stanley
Rubenstein

J. M. Fried
-Judy & David Fried

Jane Slotin
-Virginia Piccolo

Butch Frumin’s birthday
-Charlett & Marshall Frumin

Dr. Richard Streiffer
-Mark Townsend

Margie & Michael Gardus
-Elaine Gradus
Bea Gavant
-Emily Thost
Florence & Jack Goldin’s
anniversary
-Ronna & Mel Goldin
Bea Gotthelf’s community
contributions
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
Norman Graber
-Robert Graber
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Halper
-Peggy & Denny Galis

The Birth of Lev Aaron Tennen
-Joel, Dub, Matthew, Louis &
Becca Ashner
-Minette & Charles Cooper
-Alyssa Sperber
-Rachel & Chuck Schulman
-Beverly & Malcolm
Bonnheim
Judy & Josh Wiener’s
community contributions
-Mindy & Clay Humphrey
Kathryn Wiener’s birthday
-Jan & George Purvis
-Susan & Macy B. Hart
-Carol L. Hart
Lynda Yule w/Jewish Cinema
South
-Paula & Harvey Hoffman
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The Peddler’s Cart
The Ultimate Southern Jewish Shopping Experience

ONESIE BRINGS SMILES!
The adorable Shalom Y’all baby onesie is our most popular
new item. Get one for the little ones in your life – North, South,
wherever they may be! 				

$12.00

LANDSMAN BY PETER CHARLES MELMAN
An unforgettable debut novel, Landsman is the Civil War story of
Elias Abrams – orphan son of an indentured Jewish immigrant –
who flees his sordid New Orleans gangland home to enlist in the
Third Louisiana Infantry. Vividly detailed in exquisite prose,
Landsman is at heart a morally complex look into a war that destroys
most everything it touches, and yet, in this telling, ultimately
changes one man for the better.			

$25.00

To find more books, gift ideas & “tchotchkes”
Visit the Peddler’s Cart online – ordering is just a simple click away!
http://www.isjl.org/peddlers_cart/index.html
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